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ABSTRACT
Improved Source parameter imaging (ISPI) analytical technique for depth to magnetic basement
determination was used to determine the thickness to sediment and to delineate lithological contacts
within the study area. The study is also focused on delineating structural trends which would either
foster the concealment of mineral or hydrocarbon within the area. The study area covers the
Northeastern part of the Sokoto basin, North Western Nigeria and it is bounded by Latitude 5N530’N and Longitude 13E-1350’E with an approximate area of about 3400 km2. Regional –
residual separation was applied on the TMI map with sheet number 10 and thereafter Improved Source
parameter imaging (ISPI) technique applied on the residual map using Oasis Montaj Geophysical
software. The Sokoto basin, North Western Nigeria, mainly consist of a gentle undulating plain
underlain by basement rocks which are interrupted by low mesas and escarpment. Qualitatively, the
result of the study shows a horizontal (cylinder source) model and also dominant E-W and minor NESW, NW-SE structural trends while the ISPI automated technique revealed two main (Magnetic)
anomalous sources designated with the Long spikes (the deep blue colour) and the short spikes (the
magenta, yellow, green and orange colours). The magnetic long spikes reveal deeper magnetic bodies
while the short spikes are shallow seated magnetic bodies. The long spikes also indicate areas with
thicker sedimentary cover while the shorter spikes highlight areas affected with magnetic intrusions.
The ISPI technique highlights sedimentary thickness ranging from 54.1 m to 3384.4 m but with an
average thickness of about 739 m. The significance of this result indicates that, even if other
conditions are met, the possibility of hydrocarbon exploration will be very minimal.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic method is one of the best geophysical techniques used in delineating
subsurface structures [1]. Generally aeromagnetic maps reflect the variations in the magnetic
field of the earth. These variations are related to changes of structures, magnetic
susceptibilities and/or remnant magnetization. Sedimentary rocks, in general have low
magnetic properties compared with igneous and metamorphic rock that tend to have a much
greater magnetic content. Thus, most aeromagnetic surveys are useful to map structure of the
basement and intruded igneous bodies from basemen complex [2].
One of the key functions of aeromagnetic survey is for basement depth estimation [3].
Numerous semi or fully automatic geophysical techniques like the spectral depth method,
Euler Deconvolution, Werner Deconvolution, Source Parameter Imaging (SPI), can all be
used to quantitatively determine the thickness to sedimentary cover overlying the basement
complex. This study, however, re-examined the sedimentary thickness of the study area, lying
within Latitude 5N-530’N and Longitude 13E-135’E (Fig. 1), using the computer assisted
Improved Source Parameter Imaging method (ISPI). The SPI technique is an invaluable,
quick, easy and powerful tool for sedimentary thickness determination.. An improvement to
the Source Parameter Imaging method extends the method to horizontal cylinders and at the
same time allows the most appropriate model to be determined automatically [4]. This
automatically determined model can be displayed on an image and the correct depth estimate
for each anomaly can also be determined. The depth estimate can therefore be summarized on
one map independent of an assumed model [4]. Thus, the images generated from the field data
show that the ISPI method makes the task of interpreting magnetic data easier. One
advantage of the Improved Source Parameter Imaging technique is that the depths can be
displayed on an image [4]. Secondly, the ISPI method does not make use of a moving window
like the spectral depth technique and the computation time for the depth parameter is
relatively shorter.

2. LOCATION AND GEOLOGY OF THE STUDY AREA
The study area lies between Latitude 5N-530’N and Longitude 13E-1350’E with an
approximate area of about 3400 km2 within the Sokoto sedimentary basin of Nigeria (Fig 1).
The Sokoto basin, also known as the IuIIemenden basin, is located in the north western
Nigeria. It consists predominantly of a great undulating plain with an average elevation
varying from 250 to 400 m above sea level. This plain is occasionally interrupted by low
mesas. A low escarpment, known as the ”Dange Scarp” is the most prominent feature in the
basin and it is closely related to the geology [5]. The sediments of the IuIIemenden Basin
were accumulated during four main phases of deposition. Overlying the Pre-Cambrian
Basement unconformably, the IIIo and Gundumi Formations, made up of grits and clays,
constitute the PreMaastrichtian continental intercalaire of West Africa. They are overlain
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uncomformably by the Maastrichtian Rima Group, consisting of mudstones and friable
sandstones (Taloka and Wurno Formations) separated by the fossiliferous Dukamaje
Formation. The Dange and Gamba Formations (mainly shales) separated by the calcareous
Kalambaina constitute the Paleocene Sokoto Group. The overlying continental Gwandu
Formation forms the Post Palecene Continental Terminal. These sediments dip gently and
thicken gradually towards the northwest with a maximum thickest of over 1200 m near the
frontier with Niger Republic [5].

STUDY
AREA

Figure 1. Geological map of Nigeria showing study area [5]

3. MATERIALS AND METHOD
This study made use of digitized total magnetic intensity (TMI) map (Fig. 2) which was
acquired in 2009 by Fugro Airborn Service on behalf of the Nigeria Geological Survey
Agency, NGSA. The aeromagnetic data with Latitude 5N-530’N and Longitude 13E-
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1350’E, and sheet number 10, was made available by the NGSA on a scale of 1:100000 in
half degree sheet. The aeromagnetic map which was digitized at 1km interval has a terrain
clearance of about 100 m (330 ft) above sea level and also has its tie lines flown perpendicular
to the flight lines at 20 km interval. The aeromagnetic raster map of the study, nevertheless,
gave a first view of the basement framework in terms of colour variations depicting either
difference in lithology, variation in depth, susceptibility contrast or the degree of geological
strike. Oasis Montaj software was used for the data processing, analysis and interpretation.
For lucid interpretation and to further analyze the geological constituents within the study
area, the digitized aeromagnetic map was imported into the Oasis Montaj software
environment and thereafter Regional – residual separation as well as the Improved Source
Parameter Imaging techniques were applied on the digitized map. By calculating the local
wave number from the analytic signal, the depth to the sedimentary cover was determined

Figure 2. Total Magnetic Intensity (TMI) map of the study area (nT)
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4. DEPTH TO BASEMENT DETERMINATION
The ISPI method employed for this study estimates the depth from the local
wavenumber of the analytical signal. The analytical signal A1 (x,z) is defined by [6] as
(
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Strike respectively [6] showed that the horizontal and vertical derivatives comprising
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The local wave number ĸ1 is defined by [7] to be
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The concept of the analytic signal adopted for this research is similar to that used by [4].
Stated that the analytical signal defined by [6] uses the Hilbert transform pair in equation 2.
However, the Hilbert transform and the vertical derivative operators are linear, so the vertical
derivative of equation 2 will give the Hibert transform pair [4] as stated below
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Hence the analytic signal can be defined based on the second order derivatives as
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This gives rise to a second order local wave number ĸ2 , where
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The first and second order local wave numbers are used to determine the most
appropriate model and a depth estimate independent of any assumption about a model [4]

5. RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION
Regional-residual separation and the ISPI method applied on the composite map
generated the Regional map (Fig. 3), residual map (Fig. 4) and the ISPI image maps (Fig. 5
and Fig. 6). Lineament analysis which leads to the generation of the lineament map (Fig. 7)
was also performed on the TMI map. The raster, regional, residual and ISPI image maps is
made up of aggregate of colours which ranges from red, orange, yellow, light blue, blue,
green and the magenta.
They raster, regional and residual colour maps helps an analyst to partition the area into
its various magnetic zones and also permits easy identification of causative magnetic bodies
so that, perhaps at a glance, one identifies the magnetic highs and lows while the ISPI image
(colour) map depicts magnetic sources at various depth.
According to [3], the colour variation found in the ISPI model (Fig. 5) portrays
undulations within the basement. The negatives found beside the numbers signify depth. As
evidenced by the 3D topographic view, the light to deep blue colours at the end of the legend
shows thicker sediments or deeply lying magnetic bodies while the red and magenta colours
at the other end of the map represent shallow sediments or shallow lying magnetic bodies.
The lineament map highlights weakness zones involving faults and dyke like structures which
majorly trend in the E-W direction
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Figure 3. The regional Aeromagnetic Map of the Study Area (nT)
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Figure 4. The Residual Aeromagnetic Map of the Study Area (nT)
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Figure 5. Source Parameter Imaging Map (m)
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Fig. 6. 3D Depth to Basement Map within the Study Area.

Figure 7. Lineament Map of the Study Area.
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6. DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS
Discernible on the raster, residual and regional maps and their corresponding legends
are colour variations believed to be a function of rock types. These variations in colour reveal
changes in the magnetic field intensity throughout the area of study. These changes in the
magnetic field intensity probably indicate either changes in geologic boundaries, lithology
and/or basement topography. The magnetic anomalies range from -32.8 nT to 118.7 nT. It is
generally believed that zones of low magnetic intensity correspond to zones of sedimentary
rocks while intermediate intensity corresponds to granitic rocks and those of high magnetic
intensity values are associated with igneous rocks [8]. The map reveals minor and major
magnetic anomalies trending in the NE-SW, NW-SE and E-W direction respectively. The
prominent E-W directional trend is typical of Pre-Pan African trending fault characterized by
little brittle deformation which resulted in the development of conjugate strike-slip fault
systems while the weak NE-SW and NW-SE trend is believed to be related to the Pan African
Orogeny [8]. The TMI raster map is made up of shallow and deep seated basement features
but with the deep seated features masking the shallow features. This thereby necessitated
regional-residual separation.
The field due to long wavelength anomalies or the regional field map depicts
smoothened and broadened magnetic bodies which are typical of deep seated structural
magnetic sources. On the regional field map are magnetic field boundaries trending in the EW. NE-SW and NW-SE direction. Also, the anomalies trend generally in the NW-SE and EW direction. This result is in consonance with that obtained by [9-11].
The residual magnetic field map contains anomalies and magnetic discontinuities with
dominant E-W trend. Little NW-SE and NE-SW structural trends truncated by the E-W
structures can, however, be seen at the western and eastern portion of the map. The dominant
E-W and minor NE-SW, NW-SE structures represent fault and/or fracture zones within the
study area. Thus, an older E-W tectonic trend can be suggested within the area. The
discontinuities on the residual and regional magnetic field map can be interpreted as contact
between different lithologic units or fractures within the basement.
The ISPI method reveals two magnetic source models, namely the Long (Deeping)
spikes and the short (shallow) spikes. The ISPI map reveals maximum depth occurring at the
northern and eastern portion of the study area and the least depth dominating majorly at the
southern part. The Long spikes (represented with the blue colour) show areas with thicker
sediments that are deeply lying within the basement complex.
These thick sediments range from 1175.4 m to 3384.4 m but with an average depth of
1917.025 m. This magnetic basement depth, according to [3], is synonymous to depth of over
burden sediment which has a very important significance as to the hydrocarbon generation
potential.
The short spikes (represented by the magenta, yellow, orange and green colours) have
sediment thickness ranging from 54.1 m to 1084 m with an average value of 471.72 m. These
short spikes highlights shallow seated magnetic bodies that have intruded unto the
sedimentary cover A thickness average of 1917.025 m and 471.72 m for the long spikes and
short spikes respectively is validated by the result of other researchers within the Sokoto basin
as it falls short of the average thickness needed for the accumulation of oil and gas.
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7. CONCLUSION
The quantitative analysis performed on the high resolution total magnetic intensity
(TMI) data of the study area using Improved Source Parameter Imaging (ISPI) technique
conforms favourably to the results of other researchers that had been using the old data
acquired between 1974-1980. According to wright et.al., (1985), the minimum thickness for
the concealment of hydrocarbon is about 2.3 km but a far cry of 471.72 m was obtained,
hence the need for mineral exploration to be encouraged within the area of study.
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